1.
Introduction.-The purpose of this article is to give a rigorous demonstration of an important theorem in the theory of covariants of algebraic forms in p variables; namely, that if (6?i, . . ., Gh) = (0, . . ., 0) is an invariantive property, the Gi being polynomials in the coefficients of the forms, there exists a set Vu .. ., V v of relative covariants in p -1 sets of cogredient variables, such that (Vu • • • / V v ) = (0, . .., 0) when and only when (ft, •••, Gh) = (0, •••, 0). The corresponding theorem for invariants, i.e., for h = 1, is given by Bôcher, Introduction to Higher Algebra (p. 232). Bôcher there states that "a projective relation expressed by the identical vanishing of a covariant or contravariant is typical of what we shall usually have when a single equation is not sufficient to express the condition." This paper shows that such a projective relation can in general be characterized by the simultaneous vanishing of a number of covariants.
The special case of this theorem for binary forms is mentioned without proof by Clebsch, Binâre Formen (p. 91). J. P. Gram in the MATHEMATISCHE ANNALEN (vol. 7), and J. Deruyts in a book entitled Essai d'une Théorie Générale des Formes Algébriques (Brussels, 1891) consider the characterization by covariants of particular forms defined by the holding of identical relations among their coefficients. Both proofs are incomplete, however, and Gram's method actually leads to a false result in case the given conditions are non-homogeneous.
2. Transformable Systems. Consider a system of I algebraic forms in p variables
of degree r* in the variables. The linear homogeneous transformation (2) Xi = jyjzl aijx/, (i = 1, ••-,#) of determinant | a | j£ 0 induces upon the coefficients of the forms (1) a system of transformations
of determinants |j8»| = \a\ ki where * hi is an integer.
According to the usage of J. Deruyts,t a transformable system is defined as a system of linearly independent polynomials F\y ---, F s in the coefficients a# which are transformed by (3) according to the law
where the F/ are the same functions of the primed coefficients &ij as the Fi are of the a#, and where the Y# are polynomials in the /?#& and hence in the a#. In particular, (3) is a transformable system for every i. It follows that the determinant |y| of (4) is a power of \a\.% For if possible choose a set of numbers a^ such that | a | 7 e 0 and | y | = 0. It would then follow that the F/ were linearly dependent, contrary to definition. Hence |y| is different from zero for all values of the ay for which \a\?£ 0, and hence \y\ = c\a\ n where n is a positive integer or zero. Now choose aij = S# and (2) becomes the identity transformation. Then (3) and (4) likewise become identity transformations, soc= 1. The following theorem may now be proved. [Jan.,
Then there exists a transformable system (Fi, 
where the f# are polynomials in the /3#& and therefore in the an. If m represent the maximum degree of the G/ in the ai/, then the degree of every Hj in the an will be ^ m.
Choose the an so that (2) becomes the identity transformation. Then (3) likewise become identity transformations and (5) becomes
where the c# are constants. Since the Gi are by hypothesis linearly independent, the rank of the matrix (c#) = c is g. We assume that our notation is so chosen that the first g columns of the matrix form a determinant which is different from zero, and solve for Hi, Hg+i, ---, H t . The relations (5) may, by the substitution of these values, be made to assume the form
Moreover we may assume that there exists no linear relation with constant coefficients between the polynomials Gj and Hj, or between the columns of the matrix 77; for in either case a condensation would be possible reducing the number of functions Hj.
It will now be shown that every Hj vanishes for such values of the ay as make (61, We consider this system of equations to be so reduced that no Hj is expressible linearly with constant coefficients in terms of the Gj and the remaining Hj, and that the columns of the matrix rj' are linearly independent. Moreover, the degree of every Hj is ^ m, the maximum degree of the original polynomials Gi, • • •, G g . Proceeding in this way, after a finite number of steps we reach a relation of the form (6) in which every Hj is identically zero; for there are but a finite number of linearly independent polynomials of degree ^mina finite number of variables a#. This final set of G's form our transformable system 
. In this paper the functional equation is taken as T(xy) = T(x)-T(y).
The transposes of these matrices satisfy the equation given above.
t Loc. cit., p. 6. % Loc. cit., p. 39.
(2).* An irreducible matrix cannot transform a set of linearly dependent functions except they all be zero.f We now consider the matrix y to be replaced by an equivalent matrix consisting of irreducible blocks. It is evident from (2) that if x^j ) are p systems of variables cogredient with the Xi, then
Denoting these matrices by X and X f respectively, we have X = aX'. Now since T is an invariant operation, where T(a) = <p, we have T(X) = T(X') • <p, or, denoting the elements of T(X), T{X') by X ih Xi/, respectively, we have J Xij = 52tZi <PkjXik, (i, j = 1, • • •, 0-Since <p is irreducible, the functions X^ are all linearly independent, for Xij is the result of substituting Xi (j) for a# in the element of <p lying in the ith. row and jth column. Now ^ YlkZl ^ih^ZjjZi <PkjKj = ^tZi Kh Xih. Therefore ^*z[ KjXij is an absolute covariant of the system of forms (1) In my paper in the November number of this BULLETIN (vol. 28, No. 8) , the word integers should be replaced by the word rationals in line 16 of page 398 and in the table on page 399.
